FINAL Coverage and Praise for
A LITTLE BIT COUNTRY by BRIAN D.
KENNEDY
Praise for A Little Bit Country
"Emmett and Luke's love story is pure joy in book form. Absolutely stunning!"
—Mason Deaver, award-winning author of I Wish You All the Best and The Ghosts We
Keep
“Equal parts emotional, earnest, and entertaining, A Little Bit Country made my heart sing
from the very first line. Emmett and Luke’s joyful, tender story left me swooning, while
Kennedy’s lyrical writing captured the beauty and humor perfectly on every page. This
impressive debut should be moved to the top of everyone’s TBR immediately!"
—Jennifer Dugan, author of Hot Dog Girl and Some Girls Do
“I devoured this heartfelt and honest LGBT+ romance in a single sitting, unable to tear
myself away from Luke and Emmett’s story. With sweet original lyrics, a heaping serving of
comfort food, and the heart-stopping aches and flutterings of first love, A Little Bit Country is
a glittering love song of a debut.”
—Erin Hahn, author of You’d Be Mine and Never Saw You Coming
“Sweetly romantic and completely charming, A Little Bit Country is a heartfelt celebration of
finding out who you are and doing it on purpose. Just as Emmett and Luke fall for each
other, you’ll fall head-over-heels in love with Brian D. Kennedy’s fresh, funny new voice.
This is a stunning debut, and it shines from start to finish."
—Katie Henry, author of This Will Be Funny Someday
"Like the best country songs, Brian D. Kennedy hits every emotional note! I found myself
remembering the first time I fell in love, the anxieties of when and how to come out, my
hopes for the future that I could be out and proud and thriving in the career field I was most
passionate about. I immediately wanted to hit repeat like with my favorite music. I'll be
singing the praises of A Little Bit Country everywhere I go!"
—Jason June, author of Jay's Gay Agenda and Out of the Blue
“A Little Bit Country is an incredibly sweet book thanks to its lovable protagonists.”
—The Nerd Daily
“This heartwarming, endearing, and emotionally satisfying sweet romantic love story
includes all the essential ingredients of a perfect dessert recipe.”
—The HoneyPOP

"A gorgeous rom-com that left me starry-eyed and rooting for characters that were genuine,
with swoony elements that made it completely unputdownable."
—Pretty Little Memoirs
“Overall I loved this book so much! I loved the characters, I loved the plot, I loved the writing,
the development the characters underwent, I just loved the whole vibe of this book! Highly
recommend this book! I enjoyed it so much!”
—Lo's Lo-Down on Books
“...like a classic country love song with cute fuzzies and another adorable couple”’
—VVB32 Reads
"The characters are well developed and the world building is good. I loved the writing and
the book is definitely a page turner!"
—Pop The Butterfly Reads
“Emmett and Luke were written with such heart and although their journeys had a lot of
angst and struggles, it was satisfying to follow them and watch them grow.”
—Dinipanda Reads
“Overall, this is such a bright, sweet, and amazing book, and I really really liked it.”
—The Elven Warrior
“I found A Little Bit Country to be a warm and embracing story of first love, family secrets,
and following your dreams that I adored.”
—Roger Reads
“Character is something that Kennedy did so well. Both Emmett and Luke are very different,
and their individual voices stand out. As well as them, you have some excellent side
characters.”
—Lace and Dagger Books
“A Little Bit Country by Brian D. Kennedy is a charming story centred around country music.
I loved the contrast between the two main characters, and the Dollywood-inspired theme
park setting brings so much intrigue to the story. This is a book that has been crafted with
passion, and I would definitely recommend it to country fans and country haters alike.”
—The Candid Cover
“This book is truly amazing and I’m so excited to for you to find out more about it!”
—Kait Goodwin
“It’s country music and amusement parks and falling in love and pride and so well written.
I loved it.”
—Ryan Brinson, author of I feel God in This Cab and creator of Bleep Magazine
(Twitter)
“With amusement parks and music, this is a perfect summer read!”
—Emily Victoria, author of Silver In The Mist (Twitter)
" A Little Bit Country is one of the sweetest and cutest book I’ve read this year. "
—Lu @luislostinbooks (Instagram)

"I loved the music backdrop of this one, and I’d recommend it to anyone looking for a sweet
YA romance. If you are a country music fan I think you’ll like it even more. It definitely made
me want to go back for another trip to Dollywood!"
—Mary Chase @marychasewrites (Instagram)
"There's a lot of good communication and learning! Tune in for kissing at the creek, theme
park jobs, line dancing, open mics, & timeless summer feels. Makes me want to cook some
cornbread, pour a glass of sweet tea, & blast "Jolene!"
—DK @theliteratyenby (Instagram)
"This is a super sweet and genuinely funny rom com that has a great premise. It's written
really well and is a perfect summer read."
—Lellie Reads @lelliereads (Instagram)
"Love, Simon meets DUMPLIN’ in this funny, romantic LGBTQ+ contemporary romance
about two teen boys who fall in love against the backdrop of a fictional Dollywood
amusement park."
—Novel Gossip (Instagram)
"A cute book about two boys falling in love at Dollyworld? Literally say less."
—Amanda @amandabooksta (Instagram)
"The characters were lovable and relatable and it was nice to see them grow and their
accomplishments as the book moved…A heartwarming boy love story that is also a love
letter to rom-coms, Dolly Parton and country music, hell yes sign me up for that was exactly
my reaction when I read the premise to A Little Bit Country.”
—The Chaotic Librarian @notareallovepoet (Instagram)
"This was a really nostalgic and heart-warming read for me...Overall it was a bubbly and fun
romance that definitely reminded me of my sweet tea Tennessee summers!"
—Alastair @Jaggedbooks (Instagram)
"Sometimes you read a book and you just instantly know that it will be with you for a very
long time. This was one of those books."
—Caleb @Libraryofcaleb (Instagram)
"Luke holds such a special place in my heart and i connected with his struggles HARD. i just
have loved this book so for long and I’m real emotional about other people getting to love it
too."
—Miracle @Fuckitupvato (Instagram)
"I thought this was such a cute book!"
—Martina @midnightbooklover (Instagram)
"This dealt with some big themes about coming out and religious bigotry and being yourself
in a small town. I definitely enjoyed the ride!"
—Melanie @melaniereadsbooks (Instagram)
"This had dual narrative, a beautiful setting, fun and at same time tear bringing atmosphere
was well written. The songs included are so good. I totally recommend this one. Do read!!"
—Kriti @thisreadergirl (Instagram)

" A Little Bit Country is an exploration of what it means to be “out,” of who has the right
and/or responsibility to tell your story, and the impact of family beliefs on your own personal
journey. Brian D. Kennedy did a truly fantastic job navigating all of that, and Luke’s story
with his mom (no spoilers but) really hit home for me."
—Megan @booksnblazers (Instagram)
"This was a solid debut from Brian Kennedy. The characters were really fleshed out, flaws
and all."
—Dani @nomomstayandread (Instagram)
"This hit all the right marks for me and was such a joy to read. I thought the writing was fast
pace and kept moving along. Having the dual point of views of each men was an added
bonus."
—Stephanie @stephsbooktalk (Instagram)
“It's an exploration of how you can love something when it doesn't always love you back. It's
an invitation to change and it breathes new life into the genre. A Little Bit Country is a
perfect summer read that country music fans deserve”
—Hallie @bookloaner (Instagram)
“Overall, if you’re a fan of YA books revolves about music, summertime, and first love, I
definitely recommend!”
—Courtney @courtsrecsandreviews (Instagram)
“This book is sweet, heartwarming, fast paced all making for a great chill summer read!”
—Grayson @Trans_cending_literature (Instagram)
“A Gay YA romance with a country twang! Perfect Summer reading!! Highly recommend!“
—Russell @inkandpaperblog (Instagram)
“This book was exactly what I needed this Pride month. It was heartfelt, warm, and inspiring.
It brought me joy I didn't know I needed!”
—Natalie @redheadreadsbooks (Instagram)
“It’s nice to read a happy, queer story inside a world where they don’t usually exist. I hope
telling this story brings forward more just like it.”
—Charlie @cjabooks (Instagram)
“This contemporary YA romance is absolutely lovely. This book has so much inspiration for
young people following their dreams.”
—Ryan @readbyryan (Instagram)
“I’m blown away that this is a debut. I was hooked from the first page…The twist at the end
had me so shocked and emotional. Loved it!”
—Syd @bookswithsyd (Instagram)
“Was an absolute pleasure to read and I would so love to visit Wanda World!”
—Anna @bookishbananna (Instagram)

“A Little Bit Country is such a beautiful, realistic and messy love story about two very
different boys with there own problems and secrets that capture the heart of the reader and
will make you fall in love with both of them for very different reasons.”
—Lauren @bookishpebbles (Instagram)
“It was just so good and definitely gets 5 stars!”
—Chris Monceaux @BiblioNerdRflxn (Twitter)
“Omg Luke. I just wanna hug him. I really felt his loneliness.”
—Ferddie @cruelanthoughts_ (Instagram)

Links to reviews *Praise included above
•

The Nerd Daily (151K+ UVM) RAN review “#ReadWithPride: A Little Bit Country by
Brian D. Kennedy” on 5/31
o @thenerddaily (7,497 followers) RAN tweet with link to review on 5/31

•

HoneyPOP RAN interview on 7/2
o @thehoneypop (3,386 followers) RAN Instagram link to review on 7/6

•

Pretty Little Memoirs RAN review on 6/24
o @Littlememoirs (4,555 followers) RAN tweet with link to review

•

Lo's Lo Down on Books (812 IG 635 TW) RAN review on 7/13

•

VVB32 Reads (875 TW, 442 bloglovin, 353 IG, 42 FB followers) RAN review on 6/30
o VVB32 Reads (875 TW, 442 bloglovin, 353 IG, 42 FB followers) RAN
Instagram post on 6/30

•

Pop The Butterfly Reads RAN review on 6/6

•

Dinipanda Reads RAN review on 6/4
o @dinipandareads (2,043 followers) RAN tweet with link to review on 6/4

•

The Elven Warrior RAN review on 2/16

•

Roger’s Reads RAN “Review of A Little Bit Country by Brian D. Kennedy” and included
A Little Bit Country on 12/14

•

Lace and Dagger Books RAN review on 7/7

•

The Candid Cover RAN review on 5/31

•

@bookloaner (3,085 followers) RAN Instagram review on 7/6

•

@courtsrecsandreviews (796 followers) RAN Instagram review on 7/6

•

Trans_cending_literature (3,322 followers) RAN Instagram review on 7/5

•

@inkandpaperblog (2,819 followers) RAN Instagram review on 7/3

•

@redheadreadsbooks (524 followers) RAN Instagram review on 7/1

•

@cjabooks (248 followers) RAN Instagram review on 7/1

•

@amandabooksta (683 followers) RAN Instagram review on 6/20

•

@notareallovepoet (2,147 followers) RAN Instagram review on 6/20

•

@theliteratyenby (136 followers) RAN Instagram review on 6/21

•

@lelliereads (2,513 followers) RAN review on 6/21

•

luislostinbooks (6,929 followers) RAN Instagram review on 6/26

•

@marychasewrites (10.8k followers) RAN Instagram review on 6/26

•

@readbyryan (4,914 followers) RAN Instagram review on 6/27

•

@Bookswithsyd (24.6k Followers) RAN Instagram review on 6/21

•

@bookishbananna (2,081 followers) RAN Instagram review on 6/4

•

@melaniereadsbooks (4,450 followers) RAN Instagram review on 6/3

•

@Fuckitupvato (2,169 followers) RAN Instagram review on 6/12

•

@midnightbooklover (5,913 followers) RAN Instagram review on 6/5

•

@Jaggedbooks (44 followers) RAN Instagram review on 6/14

•

@Libraryofcaleb (269 followers) RAN Instagram review on 6/14

•

@Bookishpebbles (429 followers) RAN Instagram review on 6/14

•

@RyanCBrinson, author of I feel God in This Cab and creator of Bleep Magazine
(719 followers) RAN tweet with review on 6/27

•

@avictoriantale (1,431 followers) RAN tweet with review on 6/22

•

@BiblioNerdRflxn (1,461 followers) RAN tweet with review on 6/15

•

@ceruleanthoughts_ (1,007 followers) RAN Instagram post with review 1/25

•

@thisreadergirl (6,121 followers) RAN review on 5/30

•

@booksnblazers (7,569 followers) RAN Instagram review on 5/30

•

@nomomstayandread (11.1K followers) RAN Instagram review on 5/27

•

@stephsbooktalk (5,243 followers) RAN Instagram review on 5/24

•

Kait Goodwin RAN review and interview on 5/29
o @kaitpulsbooks (440 followers) RAN tweet with link to review on 5/29

Events, lists, features, interviews, & related socials
•

Writer's Digest conference CONFIRMED conference on 7/30

•

LGBT Center RAN event ad on 5/31

•

BookPeople RAN virtual event on 6/4

•

Parnassus Books RAN virtual event on 6/6 at 6:00 PM CT

•

Red Balloon Bookshop RAN event conversation with Emily J Taylor on 6/29

•

Publishers Weekly (1M+ UVM) RAN list “LGBTQ Books Removed from Target.com”
and mentioned A Little Bit Country on 3/28

•

Publishers Weekly (1M+ UVM) RAN list “Spring 2022 Children's Announcements:
Publishers F-L” and mentioned A Little Bit Country on 2/18

•

Newsweek RAN list “LGBTQIA Authors Blast Target After Books Disappear off
Company Website” and mentioned A Little Bit Country on 3/25

•

The Nerd Daily (151K+ UVM) RAN list “Must-Have 2022 Queer Book Releases” and
included A Little Bit Country on 1/4

•

Women.com (297K UVM) RAN list "10 LGBTQ Must-Reads for Pride Month" and
included A Little Bit Country on 6/16

•

Epic Reads (329K+ UVM) RAN list "The Official List of Harper’s Summer 2022 YA
Cover Reveals" on 6/13

•

Buzzfeed (42M+UVM) RAN list "All The Best Books Coming Out In June 2022" on 6/9

•

Parade (17M+ UVM) RAN list "Let's Get Reading! 20 New LGTBQ+ Books We're Loving
This Year" and included A Little Bit Country on 6/5

•

Epic Reads (300K+ UVM) RAN list "The Official List of Harper’s Summer 2022 YA
Cover Reveals" and included A Little Bit Country on 6/1

•

Bookriot (3M+ UVM) RAN list "HAPPY PRIDE, YA READERS!" and included A Little Bit
Country on 6/1

•

FanSided (3M+ Uvm) RAN list "June 2022 romance books to add to your monthly TBR"
and included A Little Bit Country on 6/3

•

Distractify (21M+ UVM) RAN list "Celebrate Pride Month 2022 (or Any Month!) With
These Young Adult Books" and included A Little Bit Country on 6/2

•

Epic Reads (329K+ UVM) RAN list "The 21 Most Anticipated YA Books to Read in
June" and included A Little Bit Country on 5/27

•

POPSUGAR RAN list “91 YA Books That'll Take You on an Adventure” and included
Milo and Marcos on 5/25

•

Bookriot RAN list “HOW YA BOOKS HELPED ME FORGIVE MY ANGSTY QUEER
TEEN SELF” and included A Little Bit Country on 4/17

•

Buzzfeed RAN list “Here Are The Best Books Releasing In May That’ll Make You Sprint
To The Nearest Bookstore,” and included A Little Bit Country on 5/4

•

Buzzfeed (42M+ UVM) RAN list “40 Brand New Young Adult Books We're Highly
Anticipating This Spring” and included A Little Bit Country on 4/7

•

Buzzfeed (42M+ UVM) RAN list “44 New LGBTQA+ YA Novels You Need This Spring”
and included A Little Bit Country on 4/7

•

Bookriot RAN list “Your Guide To Spring 2022 YA” and included A Little Bit Country on
4/7

•

LitHub RAN feature about Target removing LGBTQ+ books on 3/29

•

Bookriot RAN list “10 OF THE MOST EXCITING 2022 DEBUTS TO PREORDER
NOW” and included A Little Bit Country on 4/7

•

OUT FRONT Magazine RAN interview on 7/1
o @outfrontmagazne (4,875 followers) RAN tweet with link to article on 7/1

•

TwinCities Pioneer Press RAN list “Readers & Writers: Choices for young readers for
Pride Month” on 6/25
o Yahoo! (456M UVM) RAN pickup "Readers & Writers: Choices for young readers
for Pride Month" and included A Little Bit Country on 6/25

•

Hey YA Podcast RAN podcast and mentioned A Little Bit Country for Pride month on
6/1

•

Recently Heard RAN list "Readers & Writers: Choices for young readers for Pride
Month" and included A Little Bit Country on 6/25

•

Shaw Local News Times RAN list "6 LGBTQ books for Pride Month" and included A
Little Bit Country on 6/23

•

Geeks Out (3k UVM) RAN mention of A Little Bit Country in interview with Kathryn
Ormsbee and Molly Brooks on 6/15

•

Geeks Out (3k UVM) RAN interview on 6/10
o @GeeksOUT (8,021 followers) RAN tweet with link to interview on 6/10

•

VVB32 Reads (875 TW, 442 bloglovin, 353 IG, 42 FB followers) RAN list “Lovely
Books and Things - 6.26.22” and included A Little Bit Country on 6/26

•

VVB32 Reads (875 TW, 442 bloglovin, 353 IG, 42 FB followers) RAN spotlight on
6/16

•

Brin's Book Blog RAN list "BOOKISH WISHES: MY BIRTHDAY WISHLIST CONT."
and included A Little Bit Country on 6/21

•

ST. Olaf College News RAN feature on 6/21

•

Bookstacked RAN list "16 LGBTQ+ stories from debut YA authors" and included A Little
Bit Country on 6/18

•

LGBTQ Reads RAN list "RELEASES: JUNE 7, 2022" and included A Little Bit Country

•

Prestigious Scholarships RAN list "20 Best LGTBQ+ Books of 2022 We Love" and
included A Little Bit Country on 6/10

•

Jill's Book Blog RAN list "School’s Out: 19 New Reads for the Young & Young at
Heart" and included A Little Bit Country

•

Parnassus Musing RAN list "Happy Pub Day – June 7 " and included A Little Bit
Country on 6/10

•

Nine Bookish Lives RAN spotlight on 6/4
o @KristiHousman (2.304 followers) RAN tweet with link to spotlight on 6/5
o @ninebookishlives (2,742 followers) RAN Instagram with review on 6/4

•

Smart Bitches, Trashy Books RAN list "June 2022 New Releases, Part One" and
included A little Bit Country on 6/1

•

Twirling Book Princess RAN spotlight on 6/1
o @Mehsi_Hime (3,408) RAN tweet with link to spotlight on 6/2

•

YA Books Central RAN list "What’s New In YA? May 31, 2022" included A Little Bit
Country on 5/31

•

Pop Goes The Reader RAN list “Hot Off The Press: June 2022 (YA Only)” and included
A Little Bit Country on 5/30
o @Pop_Reader (8,002 followers) RAN tweet with link to list on 5/30

•

Queer Bookdom RAN list "2022 JUNE QUEER RELEASES" and included A Little Bit
Country on 5/30
o @QueerBookdom (780 followers) RAN tweet with link to list on 5/30

•

Kait Goodwin RAN spotlight and interview on 5/29
o @kaitplusbooks (440 followers) RAN tweet with link to interview/spotlight on
5/29

•

The Book Dutchess RAN list “Wishlist Wednesday | Most Anticipated Releases June
2022” and included A Little Bit Country on 5/25

•

Kidlit411 RAN Author Spotlight on 5/20

•

Smart Bitches Trashy Books RAN list “May 2022 New Releases, Part Two” and
included A Little Bit Country on 5/15

•

Frolic Media RAN list “Rainbow Romance Summer: Gay YA Must Reads by Jeff Adams
and Will Knauss” and included A Little Bit Country on 5/10

•

The Bucket List Blog RAN list “Next Month’s Anticipated Reads” and included A Little
Bit Country on 4/1

•

RainbowCrate on Tumblr RAN feature
o @rainbowcrate (2,328 followers) RAN tweet on 4/4

•

Queer Boox RAN spotlight on 2/17

•

HeroMag RAN feature about Target removing LGBTQ+ books on 3/29

•

FrontList RAN feature about Target removing LGBTQ+ books on 3/29

•

LGBTQ Reads RAN roundup on 12/21/21

•

Chick Lit Central RAN roundup on 4/8

•

Literary Lip Balms RAN list “40 MOST ANTICIPATED LGBTQ+ BOOKS OF 2022” and
included A Little Bit Country on 1/17

•

Pretty Little Memoirs RAN list “What I’ll Be Reading In 2022” and included A Little Bit
Country on 12/24

•

Reads Rainbow RAN list “Book Releases: LGBT YA Books of January-June 2022” and
included A Little Bit Country on 1/9

Select YouTube, Instagram & Twitter support
•

danisbookish (199.8k followers) RAN TikTok list “Cute LGBTQA+ Books To Binge
Read” and included A Little Bit Country
o @booksdanireads RAN TikTok on Instagram

•

@jennybuybooks (821 followers) RAN Instagram feature on 7/8

•

@foldingfictions (1,404 followers) RAN Instagram feature on 7/8

•

@whatsdomreading (3,940 followers) RAN Instagram feature on 6/26

•

It Starts At Midnight (1.5K followers 3.8K TW, 1.7K GoodReads, 2.5K Bloglovin
followers) RAN Instagram summary on 6/26

•

@bookworm_panda (8,563 followers) RAN Instagram on 6/27

•

@foreverinastory (4,833 followers) RAN Instagram on 6/23

•

Novel Gossip (12.5K followers, 231,642 blog hits) RAN Instagram spotlight on 6/20

•

@foreverinastory (4,814 followers) RAN Instagram feature on 6/20

•

@valleybookmama (4,120 followers) RAN Instagram feature on 6/17

•

@Lifeinfiction (6,567 followers) RAN Instagram post on 6/15

•

@Bookswrotemystory (45.9K followers) RAN Instagram post on 6/14

•

@Sara_readss (222 followers) RAN Instagram post on 6/15

•

@Bookskassadie (217 followers) RAN Instagram post on 6/12

•

@Normallyabby (696 followers) RAN Instagram feature on 6/5

•

@popthebutterfly (7,987 followers) RAN spotlight review on 6/2

•

@mariekes_mesmerizing_books (1,634 followers) RAN Instagram post anticipated
releases 4/25

•

@moonprincess37 (4,809 followers) RAN Instagram post 4/20

•

@kats_book_review (93 followers) RAN Instagram post 4/17

•

@queerbookstagram_ (2,615 followers) RAN Instagram post 4/13

•

@rainbowcratebookbox (11k followers) RAN Instagram post 4/4

•

@bookloverinblue (6,289 followers) RAN Instagram post 4/2

•

@rainbowcratebookbox (11k followers) RAN Instagram post 4/1

•

@kingdom_ofpages (618 followers) RAN Instagram post of netgalley shelf 3/5

•

@lsmittywrites (651 followers) RAN Instagram post 3/5

•

@mariekes_mesmerizing_books (1,634 followers) RAN Instagram post roundup 3/1

•

@mariekes_mesmerizing_books (1,634 followers) RAN Instagram post roundup 2/26

•

@queerbookbox (8,010 followers) RAN Instagram post 1/18/22

•

@fuckitupvato (2,113 followers) RAN Instagram post 1/6/22

•

@bookishandjames (488 followers) RAN Instagram post 1/3/22

•

@lostinmylibrary (2,001 followers) RAN Instagram post list 1/4/22

•

@moonprincess37 (4,811 followers) RAN Instagram post 1/1/22

•

@22debuts (979 followers) RAN Instagram post 1/1/22

•

@stefansbooks (30.2k followers) RAN Instagram anticipated releases 12/28/21

•

@robbyreads (22.1k followers) RAN Instagram post 12/30/21

•

@erinhahn_author (3,168 followers) RAN Instagram post 12/7/21

•

@bookbagdc (136 followers) RAN tweet on 5/30

•

@kaylaphaneuf (1,869 followers) RAN tweet on 4/27

•

@katienewlinn (65 followers) RAN tweet on 2/16

•

@CynthiaSchwind (8,878 followers) RAN tweet on 1/10

•

@JennaDevillier (711 followers) RAN tweet on 12/27

Confirmed interviews to run
•

Jean Booknerd CONFIRMED Q&A and Interview

•

South Florida Gay News (45K+ UVM) CONFIRMED interview

